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Outline of Presentation
❖ I. Trade trends, internet value chain, and digital trade: understanding the scope
❖ What is digital trade
❖ II. Opportunities and issues in digital trade
❖ III. Enablers of growth in digital trade
❖ E-friction index

❖ IV. Evolution of trade rules affecting digital trade

I. Digital trade in the value chain
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Definition of digital trade

• No industry definition of digital trade
• Found definition from FTAs: Digital trade as trade in digital products
• Digital products defined as computer programs, text, video, images, sound
recordings, and other products that are digitally encoded and transmitted
electronically…(added later): include digitally encoded products that are fixed
on physical carriers.
• Ultimately, “definition will be a matter of negotiation”

II. Opportunities, Risks and Challenges
• EXAMPLES OF BENEFITS AND OPPORTUNITIES:
• Inclusion: Digital democracy, SMEs participation, women and elderly
empowerment
• Efficiency (e.g. GVCs coordination, supply chain management)
• Global sourcing (innovation, research)

• Improved government services through e-government applications
• CHALLENGE: HOW TO ENSURE THAT THE BENEFITS CONTINUE?
• Opportunities have been premised upon open, secure, trustworthy, and inclusive
internet
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To craft an enabling regulatory environment, we need to understand the
various risks impacting the multilayered structure of the internet ecosystem
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A taxonomy of risks and challenges
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Investment restrictions, different tax policies (profit shifting), EODB, inadequate
approaches to intermediary liability, IP/copyright policies, cross-border law
enforcement, inadequate protection of children online, cyber attacks, unclear liability
attribution (eg in sharing economy, AI), affordability of access, digital literacy in the
population, lack of investments in schools/libraries, job losses, lack of investment in
ICT education, de-globalisation and consequence for growth trajectories of emerging
economies, competition policy

A deeper dive into the
nature, causes, and
impact of these risks
as well as possible
solutions would be
good topics for many
public-private sector
policy dialogues on
digital trade

Censorship, geo-blocking, filtering, privacy, data security, unauthorized and
indiscriminate personal data collection and analysis, data flows restrictions, dearth of
locally relevant content (language) including govt e-services
System not designed with security and resilience at their core, ‘walled gardens’, lack
of accountability of vendors for product vulnerabilities
Data flow restrictions, compromises on encryption standards, DNS vulnerabilities,
slow deployment of IPv6 (security and privacy features in IOT applications), lack of
understanding of the purpose and outcome of algorithms and AI or ledger
technologies, handing over source code or other encryption back doors, net neutrality
Loss of interoperability, lack of openness of protocols and platforms, lack of
commitment to distributed, multi-stakeholder internet governance, propensity to
systemic risk due to interconnected/dependent systems and applications, cyber
attacks on critical infrastructure, carbon footprint of data centers

Source: WEFGFC-DES; CIGI

II. Data flows, privacy and security, localisation
• Cross-border data flows and open internet underpin digital services. Increasing number of regulations on data
flows, privacy, security, etc complicate ability of firms to do business, increase cost and hamper efficiency
• Data regulations take different forms: data subject consent requirement; local storage (making copies); complete
prohibition of personal data transfer; Some are sectoral regulations, e.g. health info, defense, finance. Each type
of regulation has different implications on cost and possible business models.
Incidence of measures by sector
Increasing Trend in Number of Data Localisation Measures

Source: OECD, Forthcoming.

Source: ECIPE, Digital Trade Estimates Project (May 2016)

Understanding the implications of emerging measures
affecting digital trade
 Need to understand the trade-offs involved and the impact of data regulations on trade,
innovations, MNEs/SMEs, etc.
• How firms use data; For some firms, will their business model be feasible without crossborder flow of data? Endemic use of data in company operations
• E.g. e-commerce: buyer/seller name, location, address, credit card info, etc.
• For employment and skills matching (e.g. MNC deployment of personnel)
• Intrinsic value of data collection and use, e.g. value for customer (increase ‘wow’
experience for music, books, etc), for advertising, for public (e.g. traffic flows)
 Understanding the costs of these regulations: compliance costs, establishing superfluous data
centers, efficiency losses (benefits from data aggregation and network effects, loss of access
for SMEs)

• Alternatives: use of encryption technology, trust enablers like CBPR system

APEC contribution: Cross Border Privacy Rules System –
helps to promote TRUST
• CBPR is a voluntary accountability-based system endorsed by APEC Leaders in 2011
• Objective: “To reduce barriers to information flows, enhance consumer privacy, and promote
interoperability across regional data privacy regimes”
• TRUSTe (US), JIPDEC
(Japan)
• Certify privacy policies of
participating companies
and review annually
• Resolve non-compliance
disputes

• Report complaints
• Benefit from enhanced
privacy protection and
coordinated gov‘t enforcement

• 20 certified companies, incl.
Apple, IBM, HP, Cisco, Merck
• Seek compliance certification
from AAs
Accountability
Agent

Business

ECSG &
Joint
Oversight
Panel
Consumer

Privacy
Enforcement
Authority

• Participating economies are growing:
US, Japan, Canada, Mexico; Korea;
other economies’ application in
process
• Enforce CBPR pursuant to domestic
laws; Cooperate under the Crossborder Privacy Enforcement
Arrangement (CPEA)

…and with the number of people
that can access the internet

E-friction scores correlate negatively with digital
adoption index

Figure 2. e-Friction scores vis-à-vis internet users (%)
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Figure 1. e-Friction scores vis-à-vis DAI
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Results (Figure 1):
• Higher DAI means that an economy has not only performed
well in digital technology but also in the adoption of this into
businesses, people and government;
• ROK and SGP – low e-friction; high DAI
• INA and PHL – high e-friction; low DAI
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Results (Figure 2):
• Higher internet penetration rate means that the large part of
the population in an economy has access to internet;
•

E-friction scores – a function of level of economic development

Sources: e-Friction score: Which Wheels to Grease? Reducing Friction in the Internet Economy, 2015; Digital Adoption Index: World Bank; Internet percentage, ITU, 2015. There were no data for BD, PNG and CT.

APEC economies e-Friction Scores
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• At the other end of the scale, problems
related to basic access, price, speed,
capital and labour were common in
most developing APEC economies

APEC economies scores, by components of e-Friction
(Figures 3-4)
Results (Figures 3 and 4):

Figure 3 and 4. Infrastructure and Industry Scores
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Summary: Improving Enablers of Digital
Growth - areas for capacity building
Regulatory environment
•

Continue ongoing work to promote secured cross-border data flows, including data privacy issues.

•

Strengthen efforts to improve business environment improvement including IPR enforcement, economic freedom

•

Understand the complementarity of other policies in facilitating digital trade (e-commerce) including those pertaining to
conventional trade e.g. logistics, de minimis tax for low value shipments.

Infrastructure
•

Enhance infrastructure investment especially in telecommunications and electricity sectors to improve and lower cost of
access e.g. building of more IXPs,

•

Introduce and improve access to international online payment systems.

•

Bridge digital divide between developing and developed APEC economies, as well as urban and rural areas within
economies;

•

Enhance ICT training and skills
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Ideas for capacity building activities
Need for regular, multi-stakeholder policy dialogues
To increase awareness of various multilateral efforts that seek to protect the openness, security, trustworthiness and
inclusiveness of the internet
Possible topics for policy dialogues
•

Deep dive on the opportunities, risks and challenges from the digital economy e.g. 3D printing, AI, block chains, etc.

•

Data regulations, rules in trade agreements affecting digital trade

•

Issues affecting various layers of the internet ecosystem e.g. net neutrality, inter-operability, etc

•

Competition policy, network economics, AI

•

Fiscal taxation of digital businesses

•

Impact of digital transformation on jobs, work and inclusion

•

De-globalization and alternative growth trajectories of emerging economies

•

Allocation of liabilities in the digital economy
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